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Holy paladin classic guide

Welcome to Wowhead's Healing Paladin Class Classic Guide, updated for ! This guide will help you improve as Healing Paladin in all aspects of the game, improving your knowledge to deal with the toughest dungeons and raids from Classic WoW.Through this guide, we will cover many different aspects to increase your
Paladin expertise, including concepts such as Palada's talents and talents, Paladin BiS equipment selection, Paladin stat priorities, Palada's consumables and spells , among many other aspects of your class and specialisation. Be sure to navigate to other pages of the guide to find more detailed information as each
works as a knowledge center for your subject. Our Paladin guides are always updated with the latest information from the game experience, theory and diary; check our changelog on this page by clicking Changelog View at the top of the page. If you're interested in deeper Paladin guides for , be sure to review the
navigation bar below and our list of related guides just below the Table of Contents. OverviewDevelopmental (1-60)BeginnersTalents &amp; BuildsBiS GearRotation &amp; AbilitiesStatsEnchantsConsumablesAddonsMacrosPvPnoduel-classic-wow]DuelingPvP BiS GearWarsong Gulch TipsAlterac Valley TipsArathi
Basin TipsAbout the AuthorImpakt was a raid leader and officer of the AMERICAN Guild of Arathian Guild Knights and currently raiding with Big Dumb. It has also been a classic theoretical ship and enthusiast for many years. Paladini are not only viable, but they are necessary for serious attacks and PvP. In raids, their
flaw efficiency and strong fans make them ideal healers to the point where most raids choose to yield at least 4, sometimes more. At PvP, their powerful cooling and durability make them an exceptional choice for healing and optimal to be on the front lines that support your team's crowds. The Paladini are a great choice
for Alliance players who want to be in an indispensable role in the raid with the cooldowns and solids needed to overcome most of the challenges. St Paladini remain the go-to healer and support class for Alliance players in Stage 5 and Ahn'Qiraj, with new bonuses becoming available in the form of relics of slot
equipment. If you are interested in Paladins for other types of content besides Classic PvE, check out:Paladin is one of the biggest reasons that many guilds and players choose to play Alliance. Paladini bring strong lovers such as the Blessing of Power and the Blessing of Kings that are huge for damage, flaw gain, and
survival in attack. For that reason only, having more Paladino is a high priority in any raid group, making it easier to find a robbery or PvP guild as a sacred paladin. Mana is the most common resource used in the WoW Classic and is notoriously easy to spend on many classes. At level 60, St. Paladin is one of the few
exceptions. Due to spells and talents such as Illumination and Seal have fewer flawed problems than other healers, which will only be better as your equipment improves. Once you start to get into better raid gear and get more critical strike chances you'll find you have a bit of flaw issues in raids, especially in later levels.
The extremely powerful cooldownsPaladins have many powerful cooldowns that can easily change the outcome of a fight. The divine shield is perhaps Paladino's most notorious spell, and it can make you immune to all harm for 10 seconds, allowing you to heal or finish your opponent without worrying about anything
they might do. Other spells like Lay on Hands can instantly cure a target to full health or the Blessing of Freedom that can make a target immune to any effects that impair movement for 10 seconds. The Paladins have more cooldowns to almost any class in the game, some of which are arguably among the most
powerful spells in the game. Incredibly durable in PvPDue on their plate armor and strong defensive cooldowns, the Paladins are incredibly durable in PvP. With Cleanse to disperse magical effects, strong instant healing through Holy Shock and other powerful cooling, Paladine is hard to bring down. This makes Paladins
extremely effective healers in Battlegrounds and the open world where you can support other players. St. Paladin is the only specialization in the game that uses a plate gear with a magic of strength. Not only do you have access to a subset of armor that no one else can use, but you can use fabric, leather and postal
equipment that has good statistics. You'll be able to use more pieces of equipment than anyone else, which makes gears like St. Paladin pretty simple compared to many other classes and specifications. While the Blessing of Liberty is powerful for root removal and slows down, you don't have an increase in speed of
movement. This means that if someone wants to kite you or chase you away, you have no way to overtake them other than using control abilities like Hammer of Justice to stun them before fleeing. This can make solo PvP quite tricky and is one of the reasons Paladin is much better in the group. While other healers have
viable opportunities for damage due to their caste-based hybrid damage, such as Shamans having Elemental and priests shadowing, Paladin has only Retribution as a specialization in damage. Reprisal Paladins use statistics like strength to get the attack power to handle the damage, which you will have very little like
The Holy One. It also means that your damage abilities require a range of crowds mainly compared to other medicinal glasses that have a range of damage. This makes it almost impossible for St Paladin to do real damage, with the exception of Saint Shock, which means you have to choose between being used for
treatment and using it to deal with damage and is on a 30-second cool-down. Paladins can only be two alliance races: Human and Dwarf. Paladin is factions of the alliance, which means if To play Paladin, you have to be an Alliance. Your choice of race as Paladin is between Man and Dwarf, and the choice is mostly
down to your personal preferences because no race offers a significant advantage for Holy Paladins.Human is marginally better for PvE in the WoW Classic, and Dwarf is the best PvP Paladin race. Human PaladinHumans are marginally the best PvE race for Paladin because they give little benefit in the form of the
Human Spirit, which will increase the amount of flaw you passively generate while out of the fight or following the 5-second rule. Since the Paladini do not use the Spirit as their primary method of generational flaws, this is a marginal gain. Diplomacy is also an excellent time-saving when you need to gain a reputation as
an equipment, carrier and pattern at level 60. People are polite in PvP because of perception, which will allow you to potentially see Rogue before they open up to you if you use capability when they are nearby. However, since you need to activate Perception to use it, it is incredibly situational and can be challenging to
use. Racial bonusesDwarf PaladinWhile Dwarves do not provide any benefits for PvE, they are the best choice in PvP. Stoneform is an extremely powerful ability that can change the course of a fight when Rogue or Warrior attacks you by allowing you to drop their bleeding and poisons, which includes Blind. Eventually,
in AQ40 Stoneform will be useful due to the large number of toxic debuffs, but will rarely be needed in other dungeons or raids. Racial BonusesFind Treasure: Allows the dwarf to feel nearby treasure, making it appear on minimapFrost resistance: Increases frost resistance for 10.Gun Specialization: Gun skills increased
by 5.Stoneform: While active, it gives immunity to bleed, poison, and disease effects. In addition, Armor increased by 10%. It lasts eight seconds. Paladini can't be hordes. Hordes instead have Shaman as their unique class. There are three specialized talent trees for classical paladines: Holy is focused on healing,
focused on the protection tank and focused on DPS retaliation. Classes in Classic WoW will earn a total of 51 talent points, allowing them to get talent out of multiple trees, although most builds typically invest most of their points in one tree while only getting to choose bonuses in others. Sacred: Invokes the power of light
to protect and heal. Protection: Uses sacred magic to protect and defend allies from attackers. The sacred shield builds a dip in all three trees to pick up consecration and Benedictineism, although there are several choices that can be made to increase generational threats or survival. While their AoE threat in dungeons
can be very strong, the lack of derision and withdrawal in the range is The Protection's biggest weakness, although both can be overcome by proper positioning and threat management. The flaw is also a unique consideration of tanking specializations, causing Paladin's often downrank spells, priority MP5, and having to
drink between traction. Retribution: A true crusader who judges and punishes opponents with weapons and Holy Magic. Repentance builds are viable in PvP builds capable of addressing damage while still supporting its allies with several different buffs and auras to increase armor or elementary resistance depending on
the situation. Variants of investing in tree protection for billing provide an additional bang, but are reassigned to the defensive benefits of repentance and spiritual focus to do so. Although PvE variants exist, they are usually seen as below-average damage traders and often despised. The healing Paladini will invest most
of their points in the Sacred Tree, In the standard PvE 35/11/5 Talent Build lineup, although points can be exchanged if you have to provide Blessing of Sanctuary or Enhanced Concentration of Aura.Sustainable end-of-game PvE builds are covered by our Classic Paladin Healer Talents &amp; Builds Guide.Za unlike
other versions of WoW, classic occupations don't offer any direct combat benefits just because they have them. For the most part, you should choose occupations that you enjoy, or perhaps more importantly, will make you gold. Gold is an incredibly important part of classics because of the many important and expensive
purchases you will have to make, such as epic horseback riding, equipment and consumables such as raiding potions and PvP. Most occupations can help you make gold in some way, but bringing together occupations such as mining, herbalism and Skinning are always big choices. While most occupations don't offer
combat benefits, engineering is an exception. Engineers get access to tons of powerful bombs, tools, and trinkets that can be incredibly strong, especially in PvP. Little things like Hyper-Radiant Flame Reflector, Gyrofreeze Ice Reflector, and Ultra-Flash Shadow Reflector allow you to reflect the spells of a particular type
when used, which can easily change the outcome of a fight. Grenades such as an iron grenade are crucial to a stunning target from range, allowing you to break the outflow or escape in a bad situation. There are also tons of various objects and pieces of gears like the Goblin Rocket Helmet, which have different special
effects and are used in PvP situations. Engineering is one of the most popular occupations in the Classic, and for good reason. If you're planning a PvP or raid any more than a leisurely one, Engineering is almost a requirement because of the power of the consumables system it brings. Next page:Beginner's guideIt's to
read our class guides! If you have any feedback on guides, feel free to leave a comment in the section below and we will respond as quickly as possible. If you want to speak directly to any of our writers, you can do so by joining our Discord Server and finding them there!r there!r
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